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§5. The different ways in which in these four cases the
money wages bill is affected when aggregate money outlay is
respectively steady or fluctuating are most easily understood
with the help of a diagram :
Q4	Q3	Q2	B       Q,
Let OB be the quantity of labour (and appurtenances) wanted
with income (A +a) in period 1 ; OC that wanted with income
(A -a) in period 2, and OD the intermediate quantity wanted
in each period with income A. The quantities available in
the four cases distinguished above may be represented by
OQ19 OQ?, OQ3, and OQ4. With OQX the quantity of labour
engaged if incomes are (A -a) and (A +a) is OC in the one
period and OB in the other; if incomes are A and A it is OD,
t.e.
—5	j in each;   so that,  the money rate of wages
/
being fixed, the average size of the wages bill is the same in
both cases. With OQ2 the quantity engaged over the two
periods if incomes are (A - a) and (A + a) is (OC -f OQ2), if incomes
are A and A, it is 20D, which, since it is equal to (OC +OB),
is necessarily larger than (00 +OQ3) ; therefore the wages bill
is greater in the latter case. With OQ3, if incomes are (A -a)
and (A +a) the quantity of labour engaged is (OC + OQ3); if
incomes are A and A it is 20Q3; therefore the wages bill is
again larger in the latter case. With OC^ employment is
obviously equal to OQ4 in each period with both sets of
incomes, so that the size of the wages bill is the same with
both. Thus in case 1 the steadying of aggregate money
income steadies the money wages bill without altering its
average size ; in cases 2 and 3 it both steadies the money
wages bill and increases its average size ; in case 4 — which is
certain never to arise in actual life — it does not affect its
steadiness or its average size.
§ 6. Our argument so far has proceeded on the assumption

